Abstract. We prove a genuine analogue of Wiener Tauberian theorem for hypergeometric transforms. As an application we prove analogue of Furstenberg theorem on Harmonic functions.
Introduction
A famous theorem of Norbert Wiener states that for a function f ∈ L 1 (R), span of translates f (x − a) with complex coefficients is dense in L 1 (R) if and only if the Fourier transform f is nonvanishing on R. This theorem has been extended to abelian groups. The hypothesis (in the abelian case) is on a Haar integrable function which has nonvanishing Fourier transform on all unitary characters. However, Ehrenpreis and Mautner (in [5] ) has observed that Wiener Tauberian theorem fails even for the commutative Banach algebra of integrable radial functions on SL(2, R). A modified version of the theorem was established in [5, Theorem 6] for radial functions in L 1 (SL(2, R)). In their theorem they prove that if a function f satisfies "not-torapidly decay" condition and nonvanishing condition on some extended strip, etc., then the ideal generated by f is dense in L 1 (SL(2, R)//SO (2) ). This has been extended to all rank one semisimple Lie groups in the K-biinvariant setting (see [1] , [18] ) with the extended strip condition. The same theorem has been extended for hypergeometric transforms (in [12] ). Further references in this literature are [17] , [20] , [21] , [13] , [14] , [15] . In ( [2, 3] ), a genuine analogue of Wiener Tauberian theorem is proved for SL(2, R) in the K-biinvariant setting without the extended strip condition. Following their method we have extended this result to all real rank one semisimple Lie groups in the K-biinvariant settings ( [16] ). In this paper we prove Wiener Tauberian theorem for hypergeometric transforms in the exact strip. Let α ≥ β ≥ − 1 2 , α = − 1 2 , ρ = α + β + 1, S 1 = {λ ∈ C | |ℑλ| ≤ ρ} and ∆ α,β (t) = (2| sinh t|) 2α+1 (2 cosh t) 2β+1 , t ∈ R.
Let L 1 (R, ∆ α,β ) e be the collection of even functions f such that f 1 := R |f (t)|∆ α,β (t) dt < ∞. Also let L 1 0 (R, ∆ α,β ) e be the collection of functions f ∈ L 1 (R, ∆ α,β ) e such that R f (t)∆ α,β (t) dt = 0.
For f ∈ L 1 (R, ∆ α,β ) e , f = f (α,β) denotes the Fourier-Jacobi transform of f (see preliminaries for the definition).
For any function F on S 1 , we define
t log |F (t)|, and δ iρ (F ) = lim sup t→ρ− (ρ − t) log |F (it)|.
Our theorem states that, Theorem 1.1. Let {f ν | ν ∈ Λ} be a collection of functions in L 1 (R, ∆ α,β ) e and I be the smallest closed ideal in L 1 (R, ∆ α,β ) e containing {f ν | ν ∈ Λ}.
(1) Suppose that element of { f ν | ν ∈ Λ} has no common zero in S 1 and
Most of the part of the proof of this theorem similar to our earlier paper ( [16] ). Theorefore we state such results without any proof. The proofs will follow as in [16] .
As an application of this theorem we prove Frustenburg type theorem on Harmonic functions, following [3] .
Preliminaries
Most of our notation related to the hypergeometric functions is standard and can be found for example in [10] . We shall follow the standard practice of using the letter C for constants, whose value may change from one line to another. Everywhere in this article the symbol f 1 ≍ f 2 for two positive expressions f 1 and f 2 means that there are positive constants C 1 , C 2 such that C 1 f 1 ≤ f 2 ≤ C 2 f 1 . For a complex number z, we will use ℜz and ℑz to denote respectively the real and imaginary parts of z.
A Jacobi function φ (α,β) λ (α, β, λ ∈ C, α = −1, −2, · · · ) is defined as the even C ∞ function on R such that φ (α,β) λ (0) = 1 and it satisfies the following differential equation
In this paper we shall assume that α ≥ β > − . This Jacobi function can be written as hypergeometric function:
The hypergeometric function has the following integral representation for ℜc > ℜb > 0,
Then rewriting (2.1) we get that φ
Let T (α,β) be the differential-difference operator defined by
The Heckman-Opdam hypergeometric functions G (α,β) λ on R are normalised eigenfunctions:
The functions G (α,β) λ are related to the Jacobi functions by
Then we have,
This solution has singularity at t = 0. For t → ∞, it satisfies 
where c(λ) is the Harish-Chandra c-function given by
It is normalized such that c(−iρ) = 1. Hence, for ℑλ < 0 and as t → ∞,
We let ∆ α,β (t) = (2| sinh t|) 2α+1 (2 cosh t) 2β+1 , t ∈ R. The Fourier-Jacobi transform of a suitable even function f on R is defined by
for all complex numbers λ, for which the right hand side is well-defined. We point out that this definition coincides exactly with the group Fourier transform when (α, β) arises from geometric cases.
The Fourier-Jacobi transform of an even complex Borel measure µ is defined by
For f ∈ L 1 (R, ∆ α,β ) e , we have lim |λ|→∞ f (α,β) (λ) = 0 and lim |λ|→∞ µ (α,β) (λ) = µ({0}).
Also we have the following inversion formula for suitable even function f on R:
The translation of a suitable even function f on R is given by (for all s, t ∈ R),
where the measure dm α,β (r, ψ) is given by
Then it easy to check that
For suitable even functions f and g the convolution on R is defined by
Also the convolution of a sutibale even function f and an even complex measure µ is defined by
It is well known that
and
To make expressions simplier, we shall omit indices (α, β) from Φ
, · · · etc. and write simply them as Φ λ , φ λ , ∆, c(λ), · · · etc. respectively.
For λ ∈ C + , we define
where c is the Harish-Chandra c-function. We extend b λ evenly on R \ {0}. The function b λ satisfies the following properties.
(1) There is a positive constant C and a natural number N such that for all t ∈ (0, 1/2],
(2) There is a positive constant C and a natural number M such that for all
Except (5), others can be proved as in [16] . So we present the proof of (5) (cf. [22, p. 128] ).
Proof. For two smooth functions f and g on (0, ∞), we define
If f = φ λ and g = Φ λ , then the left-hand side of the above equation is zero for all b > a > 0, so that [φ λ , Φ λ ] is a (finite) constant on (0, ∞), and hence
by the asymptotic behaviors of ∆ and Φ λ at ∞. Again, by the asymptotic behaviors of φ λ and Φ λ at ∞, we have
exists, we can apply L'Hospital's rule to conclude that
Now, if f is an even smooth function on R with f (0) = 0, we claim that
To prove the claim, first note that we can assume f to be compactly supported. Then with this f and g = Φ λ , the equation 3.2 (for large b and
exists. Also we have
as t → 0+. Therefore, by an application of L'Hospital's rule, the claim follows. But, if
Now fix a real number ξ. Putting f = φ ξ and g = Φ λ in 3.2, it follows that
Taking limit as a → 0 + , we get, by 3.5,
First note that the existence of (finite) limit is confirmed by the above equation itself. As in 3.3, we can write
By the asymptotic behavior of φ ξ and Φ λ , 
The functions T λ f
Let f ∈ L 1 (R, ∆) e . For each λ, with 0 < ℑλ < ρ, we define
Since b λ can be written as a sum of L 1 and L p (p < 2) function, T λ f is well-defined; in fact it also has the same form i.e. can be written as a sum of L 1 and L p function. In particular its spherical transform is a continuous function on R. As an easy consequence of Lemma 3.1 we get, for 0 < ℑλ < ρ and f ∈ L 1 (R, ∆) e ,
Lemma 4.1. Let λ ∈ C + . Then
Proof. First we note that if t = s, cosh −1 | cosh s cosh t + re iψ sinh s sinh t| is non zero, whatever the value of r ∈ [0, 1] and ψ ∈ [0, π] be. Therefore τ s b λ (t) is well-defined whenever t = s. Since τ s b λ (t) = τ t b λ (s), it is enough to prove the second case. Fix s > 0. Since b λ is an smooth eigenfunction of L on (0, ∞) with eigen value −(λ 2 + ρ 2 ), τ s b λ is an smooth eigenfunction of L on (0, s) with eigenvalue −(λ 2 + ρ 2 ) which is regular at 0. Therefore
for some constant C. Putting t = 0 in the above equation we get C = b λ (s). Hence the proof.
Using Lemma 4.1 T λ f, 0 < ℑλ < ρ can be written as,
Using this expression of T λ f , we can prove the following lemma (see Lemma 4.4, Remark 4.5 [16] ). 
Resolvent transform
Let δ be the Dirac delta distribution at 0. Let L 1 δ (R, ∆) e be the unital Banach algebra generated by L 1 (R, ∆) e and {δ}. Its maximal ideal space is one point compactification S 1 ∪{∞} of S 1 , i.e., more precisely, the maximal ideal space is
δ (R, ∆) e , the hull Z(J) is defined to be the set of common zeros (in S 1 ∪ {∞}) of the JacobiFourier transforms of elements in J. For the rest of the section I always stands for a (closed) ideal of L 1 (R, ∆) e (and hence an ideal in L 1 δ (R, ∆) e too) such that the hull Z = Z(I) is {∞} or {∞, ±iρ}. Since Z is the set of common zeros of Jacobi-Fourier transforms of the elements in I, it follows that the maximal ideal space of the quotient algebra L 1 δ (R, ∆) e /I is Z i.e. it consists of the complex homomorphisms L z : z ∈ Z, where L z (f + I) =f (z). So, by the Banach algebra theory, an element f + I is invertible in L 1 δ (R, ∆) e /I iff f (z) = 0 for all z ∈ Z. Let λ 0 be a fixed complex number with ℑλ 0 > ρ, so that b λ 0 is in L 1 . Therefore, for λ ∈ C\Z, the function δ − (λ 2 − λ 2 0 ) b λ 0 does not vanish at any points of Z, and hence δ − (λ 2 − λ 2 0 )b λ 0 + I is inverible in the quotient algebra L 1 δ (R, ∆) e /I. We put
which is, in fact, an element of L 1 (R, ∆) e /I. Now, let g ∈ L ∞ (R, ∆) e annihilates I, so that we may consider g as a bounded linear functional on L 1 (R, ∆) e /I. We define the resolvent tansform R[g] of g by
From (5.1) it is easy to see that λ → B λ is a Banach space valued even holomorphic function on C \ Z. It follows that R[g] is an even holomorphic function on C \ Z.
The resolvent transform R[g] has the following properties. The proof of the this lemma is same as that of Lemma 5.1 in [16] . But we present the proof here since the lemma is the core of the proof of the Wiener Tauberian theorem.
Lemma 5.1. Assume g ∈ L ∞ (R, ∆) e annihilates I, and fix a function f ∈ I. Let Z( f ) := {z ∈ S 1 : f (z) = 0}.
(a) R[g](λ) is an even holomorphic function on C \ Z. It is given by the following formula :
, where the constant C is independent of f ∈ I.
Proof. (a) Let
which is equivalent to saying that
Apply the inverse spherical transform and mod out I to get Next we assume that 0
Again, apply inverse spherical transform and mod out I to get 
is an even continuous function on S 1 , the same estimate is true for |ℑλ| < ρ, λ ∈ B ρ/2 (0). From (5.2) it follows that R[g](λ) is bounded on B ρ/2 (0), with bound independent of f . Therefore on B ρ/2 (0)
where C is independent of f . Hence the proof follows.
some results from complex analysis
In this section we state some results from complex analysis. The proof of them involves the log-log theorem, the Paley-Wiener theorem, Alhfors distortion theorem, and the PhragmanLindel'of principle ( [8] , [4] ).
For any function F on R, we let
t log |F (−t)| and
Proof of the following theorem is similar to [16, Theorem 6.3] .
Theorem 6.1. Let Ω be a collection of bounded holomorphic functions F on S 0 1 such that inf
Suppose H is a holomorphic function on C \ {±iρ} such that, for some non-negative integer N , it satisfies the following estimates :
Then H is dominated by a polynomial outside a bounded neighbourhood of {±iρ}.
The following theorem follows from the proof of [4, Theorem 6.13]:
Suppose G is a holomorphic function on C \ Z (Z is a finite subset of ∂S 1 ) such that for some positive integer N it satisfies the following estimate :
Suppose H is a holomorphic function on C \ {±iρ} satisfying the following estimate (for some positive integer N ) :
Then G has at most simple poles at ±iρ.
Proof. We can assume that N is even. We define the holomorphic function G on C \ {±iρ} by
Hence the theorem follows by the previous theorem.
Proof of the main theorem
proof of Theorem 1.1: Proof of (1) is similar to "proof of Theorem 1.2" in Section 7 (in [16] ).
(2) We can assume that the elements in I are of unit norm. Let g ∈ L ∞ (R, ∆) e annihilates the (closed) ideal I generated by {f ν | ν ∈ Λ}. We must show that g annihilates L 1 0 (R, ∆) e . By Lemma 5.1, R[g] satisfies the following estimates
, for all ν ∈ Λ, for some constant C. Therefore, by Theorem 6.3, it has at most simple poles at {±iρ}. So we write R[g](z) = a z 2 + ρ 2 + h(z), z ∈ C \ {±iρ} for some constant a and even entire function h. Also, by Theorem 6.1 R[g] has at most polynomial growth at ∞, and by (4) (in section 3), R[g](z) → 0 as |z| → ∞ along the imaginary axis. Therefore the same properties are satisfied by the function h too, so that by Liouville's theorem h = 0, and hence
Let m ∈ L ∞ (R, ∆) e corresponds to the complex homomorphism f →f (iρ) on L 1 (R, ∆) e i.e. f (iρ) = f, m for all f ∈ L 1 (R, ∆) e . Then for z with ℑz > 0,
Since {b z : ℑz > 0} is dense in L 1 (R, ∆) e , g = −ām. Since m annihilates L 1 0 (R, ∆) e , so does g.
Furstenberg Theorem
Let G be a noncompact connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and K be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let µ be a K-invariant complex measure on G/K such that
If f is harmonic (i.e. K f (gkh)dk = f (g) for all g, h ∈ G, or, equivalenttly, f is annihilated by the Laplace-Beltrami operator), it is easy to see that it is µ-harmonic. Naturally the following question arises : Note that the theorem above includes the complex measure too unlike the Furstenberg theorem where the measure is essentially positive. They have also proved that any probabilty measure µ with µ({0}) = 1 satisfies all the conditions of the above theorem. Hence for SL(2, R) their result contains the Furstenberg Theorem as a particular case.
Since, in this paper, we have obtained the similar Winner-Tauberian Theorem for general hypergeometric transforms (which include all real rank one cases), it is natural to expect that the theorem above holds true for hypergeometric cases. The notion of 'µ-harmonic' does not make sense in general unless the pair (α, β) arises from a geometric case. But this difficulty can be overcome by the following observation. If G is of rank one symmetric space, then writing the Cartan decomposition G = KAK, we can identify K-biinvariant functions on G with even functions on A = R. Therefore, taking an average over K, we can write the problem (A) in the following equivalent form ((see the proof of [1, Theorem 3.1])):
(B) Let µ be an even complex measure on R such that µ(R) = 1. Then under what condition on µ, the only even bounded solutions (on R) of the equation f * µ = f are the constant functions. Here, the convolution * is defined by (2.11). Now we are in position to state the analogues of Theorem 8.1 for our hypergeometric cases. Before stating the theorem, we point out that the choice of maximal ideal space is horizontal strip in our case, where as their is vertical. Proof. If f is constant function then, it is easy to see that, τ s f (t) = f (t) for all s, t ∈ R. Therefore
Conversely, let f be an even bounded function on R such that f * µ = f . We need to show that f is a constant function. The proof is essentially same as that of the Theorem 8.1. Let I be the closed ideal in L 1 0 (R, ∆) e generated by S = (µ − δ) * L 1 (R, ∆) e . We shall show that S satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 1.1 (2) . Since µ(λ) = 1 for all λ ∈ S 1 \ {±iρ}, the common zero set of Foureir-Jacobi transforms of the elements in S is {±iρ}. Also we have, µ(t) → µ({0}) as t → ∞. But its given that µ({0}) = 1. Therefore it follows that S contains an g such that δ + ∞ (g) = 0. Also (8.1) implies that S contains an element h such that δ iρ (h) = 0. Hence, by Theorem 1.1 (2), we can conclude that I = L 1 0 (R, ∆) e . Since f * µ = f , clearly, f * S = 0, and hence f * L 1 0 (R, ∆) e = 0 which implies that f is a constant function. which is strictly positive whenever t > 0. Therefore g is strictly increasing function on [0, ∞) and hence g(t) > 0 for all t > 0.
Proof. of Corollary 8.3 :
We only need to show that the measure µ satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 8.2. Since µ is a probability measure µ(R) = 1; µ({0}) = 1 is given, in fact, µ({0}) < 1 since µ is positive. If λ ∈ S 1 \ {±iρ}, then by Lemma 8. Therefore, for all x ∈ [ρ − ǫ, ρ],
where C is a positive constant which depends only on ǫ, a, b. Therefore it follows that lim sup x→ρ− (ρ − x) log |1 − µ(ix)| = 0.
as desired.
